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Agnieszka Polska
Cuckoo

January 19th – March 23rd, 2017

Dear Kasia,

(…) I was thinking about our exhibition and I would like to propose a set of works consisting of one video, 
lambda prints on photographic paper and prints on textile.

The video I was thinking that could be shown, and that would be the central piece of the exhibition, is a 
film titled My Little Planet. It presents an allegorical story of a society, where time is being measured by the 
movements of daily-use objects rotating around the planet: a Marlboro butt, a bottle cap and a sticking 
plaster. In a humorous fashion, the narrator describes the conventionality and arbitrariness of norms 
implemented on society.

To see the video, the viewers need to walk through a curtain, consisting of two prints on textile and 
functioning as a separate piece.

(…) Apart from the video, my proposal is to show two prints titled The Bitter Tears of Ayn Rand 1 and 2, 
printed on paper and framed. These works refer to the figure of Ayn Rand, and one of them includes 
an excerpt of her text. When working on them, I was having a surreal vision of Ayn Rand regretting her 
writings and the situation they led to, and then shedding colourful tears over her texts.

I also thought about presenting another work as a framed Lambda print, Leisure Time of a Firearm. (…)

I think such a set would make for a consistent exhibition, which will, in a poetic fashion, present the hidden 
traumas of a late-capitalistic society, forced to normalise the constant feeling of fear (haha, sounds a bit 
dramatic but the humour is present in this show as well). Everything will be bound together by the sound 
of the cuckoo from the film, and by the title “Cuckoo”, which has a second meaning - “bonkers”, and will 
perfectly fit the atmosphere of the show (…).

I’m looking forward to your answer,

All the best
Agnieszka


